nearly independent of step size. Therefore, we do not need to choose large extrapolation step sizes purely to save computational time and can freely employ the rather small extrapolation steps that are usually needed to realize the improved accuracy that high-dip algorithms offer. A few small processors. Economic constraint usually limits the number of identical differencing stars one may cram into the parallel migration device. For example, on the SAXPY I-M computer discussed by Levi, and Parks (198.5) there are 32 processing elements. In this event auxiliary storage will be needed to replace the lacking parallel components and to hold temporary results. A reasonable way to minimize (expensive) accesses to auxiliary storage is to mimic conventional IS-degree migration and do parallel sweeps as diagrammed in We present a three-dimensional post stack migration algorithm which is based on an extrapolation in depth with the acoustic wave equation. The new method is designed to handle vertical as well as lateral velocity contrasts. The migration is carried out in
nearly independent of step size. Therefore, we do not need to choose large extrapolation step sizes purely to save computational time and can freely employ the rather small extrapolation steps that are usually needed to realize the improved accuracy that high-dip algorithms offer. A few small processors. Economic constraint usually limits the number of identical differencing stars one may cram into the parallel migration device. For example, on the SAXPY I-M computer discussed by Levi, and Parks (198.5) there are 32 processing elements. In this event auxiliary storage will be needed to replace the lacking parallel components and to hold temporary results. A reasonable way to minimize (expensive) accesses to auxiliary storage is to mimic conventional IS-degree migration and do parallel sweeps as diagrammed in Figure 5 . Alternatively, one may sweep horizontally Instead of vertically (t-outer) or simply flip-flop processing elements along each subdiagonal, following the basic reverse time algorithm as much as possible.
Large processors (overlap). While it is not essential to provide each parallel unit with enough internal memory to hold the input and output vectors (and any temporary intermediate vectors that might arise), it can be desirable to do so. When the vectors are significantly shorter than the maximum length for which internal memory is designed, it is feasible to process multiple vectors inside the differencing unit. For example, one might identify each unit with a conventional pipelined array processor where it is advantageous to process multiple vectors to minimize I/O to the host computer or other processors. Here the processing element, as illustrated in Figure 6 , can till in a rectangular array computed from the sides or bottom before requiring new input. This allows us to sweep toward the diagonal in rectangular chunks. just as if they were simple differencing stars, only larger. Of course, edge effects have to be accounted for.
Further parallelism
We have now seen how migration decouples into independent 
Equation (5) Results of applying the new migration algorithm indicate that it is highly accurate and efficient compared to schemes based on numerical integration techniques for ordinary differential equations, such as the Runga-Kutta and Predictor-Corrector methods. In fact for laterally uniform structures the new algorithm gives the same results as the ordinary phase shift method (Gazdag, 1978) to within the precision of the computer.
